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Tiger Bay and the Roots/Routes of Black British Jazz
Catherine Tackley

Introduction

The complexities of migration, racial politics and negotiation of identity are played out in infinitely different ways within a body of music-making from over the past century which might be understood as ‘black British jazz’. Sometimes the social, political and cultural dimensions of black Britain are referenced explicitly in the music, but equally these factors may not be overly significant to either the production or reception of the music, or only loosely implicated when there is awareness of the wider environment in which the music is created and experienced (as Howard Rye discusses in chapter 2). The interlinked concepts of ‘roots’ and ‘routes’ provide a useful basis for understanding the diversity of jazz produced by black British musicians: roots may be variously inherited and created, lost and found, neglected and cultivated as a result of ‘routes’, transitive and transforming processes resulting from the literal and psychological journeys of migration. In this chapter I shall explore some ways in which roots and routes both external to and within the UK have been influential on the development of black British jazz, focusing particularly on musicians from the Tiger Bay area of Cardiff in South Wales who, in the mid-1930s, represented the largest group of British-born jazz musicians working in London from any one place outside the capital.​[1]​

Tiger Bay​[2]​

Most of the musicians I will consider in this chapter were born just before the First World War in an area of Cardiff which became known as ‘Tiger Bay’, encompassing the docks and the adjacent residential area, Butetown. The segregation of 95% of Cardiff’s black population in this area was described as ‘almost unique in Britain’ in Kenneth Little’s pioneering study of ‘The Coloured People of Cardiff’ published in 1948 as part of his book Negroes in Britain: a Study of Racial Relations in English Society (Little, 7). Segregation is not too strong a term in this instance, as Little describes an area which ‘is almost literally shut in and cut off from the rest of the world by a compact barrier of docks, water, rails, fencing and machinery’ (67). In particular, a railway bridge over the main road (Bute Street) marks a literal and psychological crossing point on the journey from central Cardiff to Butetown and vice versa. Indeed, that this and many other boundary features can still be observed today is a testament to their permanence, ensuring the continued integrity of the area despite many changes within it, some of which will be discussed later.

Historically, Butetown was a place where sailors from all over the world could find temporary accommodation when their ships came into port, but in the last quarter of the nineteenth century people of many different races began settling permanently since Cardiff was a good place to find maritime work (Llwyd, 77, 87). During the First World War Cardiff’s multiracial population increased from 700 to 3000, due to more black people finding employment in the Merchant Navy when many of the local population had been sent to War (Llwyd, 94). In 1919, race riots occurred in many of the UK’s port cities, but most violently in Cardiff, fuelled by sexual and economic jealousy of the new settlers who had earned a good wage during the war and had often married into the local white Welsh population (Llwyd, 92). In an attempt to ease the tension, repatriation was recommended by a special committee of representatives from various local bodies, but was only taken up by around 600 people, showing the extent to which many immigrants had established roots in the community (Llwyd, 106). The Bay became an extremely multicultural area, with people of many different races and religions living alongside each other in a relatively confined area. Musician Laurie Deniz (1924-1996) recalled at least a dozen races in his primary school class in the early 1930s, and Little’s study identified around fifty races in the Butetown area (Deniz, L.; Little, 67). 

Beyond the riots and repatriation, attitudes to race in Britain in the interwar period (which represents the formative years of the musicians which are the subject of this chapter) were characterised nationally by a series of governmental Aliens Acts or Orders. These were designed to restrict immigration from outside the British empire; but, as Neil Evans points out, could mean that black people born and bred in Cardiff were also required to report regularly to the police and as a result ‘being black and British had become almost impossible’ (Evans, 80; also see Clayton, chapter 1). These stark and very public articulations of difference and hierarchy had a profound effect on the new settlers but were also hugely influential on outside perceptions of the Bay community. Butetown as a whole had developed a notorious reputation as early as the end of the 19th century, but in particular there was a large cluster of cafés on Bute Street about which the newspapers regularly reported and to which, therefore, the public objected (Llywd, 79). As the main point of entry into Butetown from central Cardiff, Bute Street was the place where two communities would meet. Encounters between predominantly black sailors and predominantly white prostitutes were considered particularly scandalous at a time when mixed race relationships of any sort were still widely regarded as anathema. In 1927 the Chief Constable of Cardiff submitted to the Secretary of State a list of 43 cafes in the city, the majority of which were located on Bute Street, in an application for a Special Order under section 10 of the Aliens Order of 1920. This permitted the Secretary of State to close completely or limit the opening hours of any premises frequented by ‘aliens’ if in his opinion they were ‘of criminal or disloyal associations or otherwise undesirable’ or ‘the premises are conducted in a disorderly or improper manner, or in a manner prejudicial to the public good’. Detailed assessments of each of the premises on the list identified the racial origins of the owners (frequently Maltese) who often had criminal records, and documented the presence of prostitutes (usually Welsh) and criminals amongst a multiracial clientele. According to these documents, ‘little genuine business’ was conducted at these so-called cafés which instead provided premises for illegal drinking, gambling and prostitution. Most had a large room which contained an automatic piano and was used for dancing (which was also illegal without a licence). The Chief Constable’s covering letter emphasised that the racial mix, dancing and morally unacceptable activities were intrinsically linked:

The frequenters [of the cafés] are mainly composed of the crews of ships of all nationalities lying at Bute Docks. Some of them have been observed under the influence of drink. Young women of doubtful moral character and the female servants of the establishment, who are also of low moral character, take part in the dancing with the men. The police have witnessed the men fondling and embracing the women in open rooms. … The police also believe that immorality is permitted in the back and upstairs rooms of the premises where couches are conveniently placed. (HO144/22301, 23rd September 1927)

The visibility and accessibility of Bute Street meant that it inevitably defined the Bay area for outsiders, and the Bay in turn was perceived as a moral threat to the reputation of Cardiff as a whole. Indeed, Evans argues that the name ‘Tiger Bay’, originally applied only to ‘the fleshpots of Bute Street’, and was then adopted for the wider adjoining area, with the implication that moral impropriety was rife amongst Cardiff’s black population (70). 

Music does not feature explicitly in Little’s otherwise thorough account of the Bay, but is implicitly aligned, via dancing and drinking, with the dubious pleasures of Bute Street. These dominate his anthropological summation of leisure opportunities for Bay residents:

In striking contrast to the complete absence of outdoor facilities such as football and cricket pitches, bowling greens or swimming baths, the indoor diversions of drink and women are in plentiful supply. In most of the smaller streets there is at least one public house, and in Bute Street, which marks Bute Town’s “bright light”, or more properly “red light” quarter, public houses and cafes (which are quasi public houses, besides providing other less socially approved entertainment) jostle each other, in one case to the extent of more than two dozen in a distance of some 300 yards. (Little, 64)

Noting the lack of suitable premises other than churches for holding large events such as dances within the community, he also comments that:

… in general, drink and drinking habits are much more a Bute Street matter, as, judging from both reports and appearances, alcohol is often definitely eschewed in Loudoun Square [in the heart of Butetown] homes …In some cases a somewhat similar attitude seems to be adopted towards dancing, perhaps for a like reason, although there is no doubt of its popularity among the younger people. (Little, 166). 

As a corrective, in her recent study of cinema and the Tiger Bay community, Gill Branston has noted the tendency of researchers to exclude proper consideration of cultures of leisure (145). Indeed, the oral histories of jazz musicians from Cardiff (collected as part of the British Library Sound Archive’s Oral History of Jazz in Britain project) clearly point towards the importance of music behind closed doors at house parties, a trend not mentioned in Little’s work.

Music in the Bay

In the early twentieth century, a number of musicians emerged who became influential within this community and beyond. These included members of the Deniz family, who were central to musical life in Tiger Bay during this period. Antonio Francisco Deniz, a Portuguese sailor from the Cape Verde islands, married Gertrude Boston who was probably born in Bristol to an African American father. Five children were born of which three survived into adulthood – Frank (1912-2005), Joe (1913-1994) and Laurie (1924-1996) (Deniz, F.). Their father played violin, mandolin and guitar, and Don Johnson (1911-1994), a friend of the brothers, recalled different instruments stacked around the walls of the front room in the Deniz’s house. This room served as a rehearsal space for Frank, Joe and their friends who also included Victor Parker (1910-1978), George Glossop and Brylo Ford (c. 1890-deceased, date unknown) in their teenage years. Johnson’s experience was rather different as he was born in Grangetown, another district of Cardiff, and was forbidden from going to Tiger Bay by his father. As a black person he was in a distinct minority at school and apparently grew up unaware for many years of the ethnically diverse population on his doorstep (Johnson).

Music making in Tiger Bay was dominated by plucked string instruments; banjo, guitar, mandolin, cuatro (a small four-stringed lute) and ukulele.​[3]​ Laurie Deniz commented that this was because these instruments were cheap, but they were also portable, polyphonic and suitable for performance situations where there was limited space (Deniz, L.). Plucked string instruments were also suitable for rendering the calypso repertoire most in demand by the community, of which West Indians represented a significant proportion. Johnson also suggested that this was the main style of music which was accessible for imitation from records, and recalls learning calypso standards such as ‘Sly Mongoose’ and ‘The Bargee’ in this way. Soon the young musicians were working regularly in various combinations for house parties in the community celebrating the return of West Indian sailors to port. They were also involved in organised public dances, and Johnson recalled getting paid 5 shillings for playing at a dance where entrance cost a shilling. More lucrative by far was being employed by prostitutes to play whilst they entertained their clients, for which Johnson recalled making 30 shillings and more for playing requests. After they had finished playing for dancing, the musicians would often be hired to continue to provide music for prostitutes, who attended dances to tout for business. (Johnson)

The young musicians continued this sort of work when they left school and began full time employment. Other than going to sea, the employment possibilities for young black people in Cardiff in the 1930s were very limited – most of the musicians sold newspapers at some stage - and so music represented a way to earn extra money as well as a form of recreation. It is unsurprising that many of the Deniz circle developed aspirations towards making a living in the entertainment business, and their pursuit of entertainment as consumers was also important for these musicians to break free from the segregation of Tiger Bay. Johnson recalled going to the cinema in the town and Joe Deniz was taken to see the leading dance bands of the day at the Moss Empire and the Paramount cinema. Furthermore, in many of the sources and interviews, it is clear the only way out of the Bay was through talent – either in sport or the performing arts – although to date there has tended to be an emphasis on the former in writing on the subject.​[4]​ Laurie Deniz was involved in showbusiness from a relatively early age, touring as a member of the ‘Harlem Pages’ between the ages of 12 and 14. Johnson and Joe Deniz took parts in repertory theatre at the local playhouse, lending supposed authenticity to productions of Choo Chin Chow and Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Johnson, in particular, was desperate to find an alternative to going to sea. He began boxing in small halls or fairground booths, but about the same time was offered the opportunity to sing with a local band led by Wally Bishop. Similarly, Frank Deniz was taken on by Syd Clements, a bandleader who also owned a local music shop. (Johnson, Deniz, J., Deniz, F., Deniz, L.).

Although they spent most of their time playing West Indian music in the Bay, jazz seems to have represented an aspirational ideal for the young musicians. However, this was primarily the result of the music’s association with the culture of black America rather than its intrinsic musical properties.​[5]​ Although initially Don Johnson found the music of Duke Ellington ‘discordant’ compared with the calypsos he was used to, he wanted to go to Harlem ‘more than anywhere else’ having become aware of literature of the Harlem Renaissance. Joe Deniz was inspired by the records of the guitar duo Carl Kress and Dick McDonough. Frank Deniz had undertaken more work at sea than others in the group, and had experienced musical traditions of North and South America directly as well as on record. He played the saxophone for a while in a bid to become involved with jazz. (Johnson, Deniz, J., Deniz, F.). In his essay on jazz in Cardiff, John Scantlebury confirms that ‘Cardiff just before the war was not quite ready for jazz’ and quotes Victor Parker’s recollection that ‘trying to play jazz [in Cardiff] in the ‘thirties was disheartening.’ (66). The embryonic status of the jazz scene in the mid-1930s led to Frank being advised by Syd Clements that he would have to go to London to pursue a career as a professional musician, especially given his predilection for jazz (Deniz, F.).

London

George Glossop and Victor Parker were the first of the group to go to London, to play Hawaiian music in a touring show in the 1920s (Wilmer, ‘Parker’). At this time the Hawaiian style, which like calypso was dominated by plucked strings (notably the ukulele and steel guitar), was enjoying global popularity, and Johnson recalled hearing these musicians playing this music in Cardiff around this time. Glossop and Parker could be presented as authentic purveyors of this music, their musical flexibility mirroring the lack of specificity in the public understanding of race, as discussed in Rye’s chapter. Glossop and Parker were followed to London around 1934 by a larger group of musicians from Cardiff.​[6]​ It took a while for them all to establish viable roots, which meant returning to Cardiff when work was scarce, but Frank Deniz and pianist Clare (nee Wason, 1911-2002) married in 1936 and then moved to London permanently.​[7]​ 

The oral testimonies of these musicians provide a clear sense of how they made their way up the career ladder, gradually getting better gigs. The Cardiff musicians generally began by playing in what were known as ‘bottle parties’ on their arrival in London. Initially these were run in domestic premises, under the guise of private parties (which were not subject to the laws which governed registered nightclubs) but with freely available ‘invitations’ to the general public. Bottle party clubs operated around the limits of the law, often being presented as private gatherings and charging an admission fee as a ‘contribution towards the party’. Outside licensing hours, alcohol was brought in for customers from local wine merchants. This enabled drinking after hours since the customers were supposed to order and pay for their alcohol in advance. The successful defence of this model in court by the (Old) Florida Club must have encouraged other proprietors to adopt it (HO 45/18488, File 6). Documents in the National Archives demonstrate that the proliferation of bottle parties in the 1930s and 1940s was of great concern to the Home Office and the Police. Undoubtedly the widespread reporting in the national press, especially in scandalous terms in the tabloids, put additional pressure on the authorities to act. The problem was that although bottle parties clearly circumvented the essence of licensing laws, if run correctly, they were not actually illegal. Therefore, extensive undercover observations were undertaken in an attempt to find evidence of establishments where alcohol was actually being sold outside licensed hours or where there were other clear contraventions of the law which would enable the police to take action against the proprietors.

A Home Office report dated 23 August 1935 identifies an increase in numbers of bottle clubs during 1934 and 1935. This coincided with the arrival of the Cardiff musicians and provided opportunities for them to become established in London. The first club they worked in was on Carnaby Street, which Joe Deniz, who joined up with Parker and Glossop to form a trio, remembered as a ‘hopeless’ venture. The alcohol that was brought in was watered down, there were no girls and therefore little business and the venue quickly folded (Deniz, J.). A larger group then moved to a more central venue called Chez Renee’s on Little Newport Street (Johnson recalls this as Lisle Street), a basement dive with fake palm trees which was owned by George Glossop’s wife. When the club was destroyed in a fight between rival gangs, the musicians were forced to admit temporary defeat and return to Cardiff (Deniz, J., Johnson). In this respect, their established roots within the UK provided an important safety net which allowed them to build their careers. Playing at bottle parties was undoubtedly hard work; Clare Deniz recalled playing more or less continuously from 10:30pm until the last customer left at 7 or 8am. The musicians often mention that they did not receive a fee, but that it was possible to make a living from tips; Clare mentions a figure of £5 for a request (Deniz, C.). Clearly musicians also hoped to get noticed and booked for a better gig by playing in such establishments.

The proliferation of bottle parties springing up in London around this time, albeit often on a very temporary basis, helps to explain how, as Joe Deniz puts it in his interview, the Cardiff musicians managed ‘somehow’ to return to London despite their inauspicious start. Just as the bottle party model had created an expectation of the availability of alcohol around the clock and rapidly became a feature of clubs that were slightly more ‘above ground’, so it appears that black people, including musicians, were not only accepted but expected at these venues. Indeed, records show that all of the clubs in which the Cardiff musicians are known to have been active were subject to police scrutiny as bottle parties in the late 1930s. The aforementioned 1935 report makes a clear link between perceptions of the dubious nature of bottle parties, the black population of London and the interracial mixing which occurred in such environments:

The promoters of some of the present bottle parties are men of colour and the clients are mixed coloured people and white people. The tone of most places shows a tendency to become lower than it has in the past. (HO 45/18488, File 23)

Furthermore, a tactic employed from 1936 to try to address the proliferation of bottle parties was to prosecute proprietors for allowing dancing without a licence because evidence of this was relatively easy to obtain through undercover police surveillance. The effect of this was to reaffirm long-standing links between dancing, black musicians, black music, and illegal or immoral social practices, the emergence and development of which in the 1920s I have discussed elsewhere (Parsonage, 188). 

Despite the British government’s restrictions on American musicians which culminated in a situation whereby it was virtually impossible for American bands to perform in Britain from 1935, the continued popularity of black stage shows and acts meant that there were still significant numbers of African American performers visiting the capital (Parsonage, 254-255).​[8]​ Some, like Ike Hatch and Adelaide Hall, were involved in the management of venues, employing local black musicians and attracting visiting performers and thus encouraging them to connect. Hatch, an African American singer, had come to Britain in 1925 and in the early 1930s opened the Nest Club, situated conveniently close to the London Palladium, where visiting performers could socialise after work (Simons, 61). Musicians in this study recalled seeing George Chisholm, Buck and Bubbles, Adelaide Hall, Gracie Fields (Deniz, C.), Art Tatum, Fats Waller, the Mills Brothers and Bill Johnson (Stephenson) and the Midnight Steppers, Stump and Stumpy and the Blackbirds cast (Deniz, J.), who often provided fantastic impromptu cabaret. It is not surprising that the Nest attracted British musicians aspiring to develop their jazz skills. Joe Deniz’s first job on his return to London was as part of a racially integrated ‘house’ band at this club, which he remembered as a long, narrow basement room (Deniz, J.). Clare Deniz recalled that musicians could gain free admission to such venues and West Indian saxophonist Louis Stephenson said that it was hard to tell who was actually engaged to play, as so many others were ‘sitting in’ (Stephenson). The Cardiff musicians increasingly managed to secure paid employment, but Frank and Clare Deniz were among many musicians who remembered going to the Nest to jam after work (Deniz, F. Deniz, C.)

Entrepreneurs such as Hatch recognised that clubs such as the Nest were not just attractive to entertainment professionals, but also had the potential to become fashionable destinations for British audiences. In 1935, he set up the Shim Sham Club, the location of which, on Wardour Street in the heart of Soho, London’s entertainment district, suggests a deliberate attempt to attract the public. As it was more overtly ‘above ground’ than many similar venues, but still operated a bottle party system, the Shim Sham was subject to constant police and press interest within months of its opening in February 1935. Newspaper reports invariably mentioned Hatch’s race and his position as a bandleader, commensurately letters of complaint sent to the authorities, many of which were anonymous, again linked race, music and moral impropriety:

In the Shim Sham there is a negro band, white woman carrying on perversion, women with women, men with men … it is nothing else than a den of vice and iniquity. (MEPO 2/4494, Anonymous letter, 14 May 1935)

Police observations of the Shim Sham were conducted from May 1935 by officers stationed outside the club and working undercover inside. The resulting paperwork clearly demonstrates that the audiences and often the bands employed in these premises were racially integrated, perpetuating similar associations:

Hatch is a man of colour and there was also about 20 other coloured men present dancing with white women. Many of the persons present were drunk and I recognised many of the women present as prostitutes. (MEPO 2/4494 Observation notes, P.C. Alwyn Stannard, 8 June 1935)

This series of observations culminated in a raid in July 1935 and subsequent prosecution of the proprietors for illegally supplying alcohol in an unregistered club (The Times, 1 October 1935). A report on the case summarized the clientele, aligning blackness with social deviance:

Thieves, Prostitutes, Ponces, Lesbians, Homosexualists, Drug addicts, Coloured men and women and other very undesirable persons, all of whom visited these premises in order to satisfy their various vices. (MEPO 2/4494)

Despite, or maybe even because of, the undesirable associations of black music and musicians, there was considerable demand for black entertainment in Britain at precisely the time at which government restrictions limited the numbers of African American musicians in the country. This situation provided opportunities for black British musicians, whether born in Britain or citizens of the Empire, to fill the resulting void in a supposedly authentic way (see Parsonage, 2005: 255). Therefore, the success of the Cardiff musicians’ migration from the Bay to the capital at this time is not surprising but should not be seen as inevitable. Certainly, clubs such as the Nest and the Shim Sham, where Joe Deniz was also employed, and later the Boogie Woogie Club on Denman Street, provided opportunities for work, but also, crucially, brought them into contact with a wider community of African American musicians and entertainers in London which enabled them to learn more about jazz. This enabled them to fulfil a local need which was also compatible with their stated artistic goals. 

Like Ike Hatch, the Trinidadian brothers Cyril and George ‘Happy’ Blake, long-standing residents of Europe (as detailed by Rye), clearly saw the potential of the situation in Britain at this particular point in time and began to organise bands for London clubs. As well as addressing the popularity of jazz as African American music, the Blakes capitalised on the growing profile of Latin American and West Indian music in Britain which was influenced by its greater availability on record (Cowley, 1985). In 1935 Happy Blake, a drummer, formed a band for the Cuba Club, an early example of a London venue which explicitly referenced Latin America, for which he recruited directly from the Caribbean as well as employing resident black musicians. Both Joe and Clare Deniz worked at the Cuba Club alongside newly arrived West Indian musicians Louis Stephenson, Yorke De Souza, Leslie ‘Jiver’ Hutchinson and Bertie King. Joe remembered the club as a small, dark, tatty basement (Deniz, J.). Clare later played with trumpeter Cyril Blake at the Havana Club, which she described as ‘done out with straw, raffia and bamboo’. This interior design nearly had disastrous consequences when a fire broke out and the musicians had to break a window to escape. (Deniz, C.)

Joe Deniz recalled that his repertoire in the 1930s included early jazz standards, such as ‘Honeysuckle Rose’, alongside rhumbas and calypsos. In general terms, the musicians played Hawaiian and Latin American music in clubs with names like the Cuba, Havana, Coconut Grove, but they could, in the words of Frank Deniz ‘assume the mantle of being American’ and provide jazz in clubs whose names obviously referenced America such as the Nest and the Shim Sham (after the New York clubs), Jigs (a slang term for black) and the Florida. However, it is important to note that this distinction was not absolute and as the Cardiff musicians could be asked to represent various different races and musical traditions, it is clear that musical flexibility remained fundamental to their success. Moreover, the musicians’ specific route to London via Cardiff had provided important exposure to West Indian music and created aspirations towards jazz which was vital to their success in London. However, perhaps what we know of the décor of some of these clubs is indicative of the popularity of generalised exotic settings into which black British musicians could be absorbed, largely in disregard of the particularity of their cultural roots, as had been the case for Glossop and Parker in their Hawaiian engagement.

An important development which influenced the careers of the Cardiff musicians was the formation of an all-black band in 1936 by Jamaican trumpeter Leslie Thompson, later fronted by Guianaian dancer Ken Johnson, for which the aforementioned influx of West Indians together with the Cardiff musicians provided the nucleus. Involvement in Johnson’s band was a significant step up for these musicians, for whom a chance to be earning a regular wage in relatively stable and organised group was unusual. Whereas Joe earned £2 per week at the Nest he remembered being paid £11 per week even in the early days of the Thompson-Johnson band, but aside from the money, the serious aspirations of the venture appealed to him. Both Frank and Clare were also in the band initially. Frank played rhythm guitar to allow Joe to concentrate on the Hawaiian effects, but there was neither the money nor the space for two guitarists once the band stopped touring and moved into London clubs. Clare also left when she became pregnant. However, Joe remained with the band during its residency at the Café de Paris, a central London venue which represented a completely different level of establishment to the clubs that he and the other musicians had played in prior to this, and which also led to recordings and broadcasts on the BBC.​[9]​ He was injured when a bomb destroyed the club in 1941, killing Ken Johnson and trumpeter Dave ‘Baba’ Williams. (Deniz, J., Deniz, F., Deniz, C.)

Under Thompson’s leadership, the band aimed to replicate the models presented by American swing bands, a style which is also illustrated through the band’s surviving recordings.​[10]​ But under Johnson, reports hint at the inclusion of West Indian music in the group’s live repertoire (although not in its known recorded output) which suggests that the band went beyond simply compensating for missing African Americans. Although it is tempting to argue that this was a reflection of the musicians’ roots, I have argued in a more detailed exploration of jazz, dance and black British identities in relation to this group that Johnson’s hybrid repertoire ‘suggests a generalised perception of black music commensurate with blurring of the black identities of the musicians who performed them, which is perhaps characteristic of the black British experience at this time.’ (Tackley, 201). This idea of hybridity, not a reflection of specific roots and routes but more generally as an all-encompassing characteristic of black Britishness, is significant to understanding the subsequent careers of the Cardiff musicians, especially with reference to jazz.

Post-War Directions

Certainly the background and experience of the Cardiff musicians allowed them to build successful careers in London, but this move also limited their opportunities in various ways. Joe Deniz recalled that the ‘better clubs rarely employed black musicians’. He was asked to deputise for the guitarist in Ambrose’s dance band at Ciro’s Club, but ‘lasted exactly one night’ due to the objection of the club’s American owner to black musicians on his bandstand (Deniz, J.). Furthermore, whilst the musicians’ expertise on plucked string instruments was ideal for West Indian and Latin American styles, there were generally more mainstream opportunities for pianists than guitarists in the mid-1930s; Clare Deniz secured a wider variety of work than her husband or brother-in-law in their first few years in London (Deniz, C.). This is consistent with the overall development of the guitar as an instrument in jazz and popular music, which was at a pivotal point at this time. Although guitar soloists such as Eddie Lang and Lonnie Johnson had already been heard on record by the mid-1930s, ‘the prominence of the guitar in these recordings was achieved through the strategic placement of the microphone and could not be replicated in performance’, therefore the instrument was largely limited to a rhythm role outside the studio (Bacon and Ferguson). Electrification gave the instrument greater flexibility, and within a few years both Frank and Joe were able to capitalise on the resulting demand for the guitar in session work when, as they both recalled, there were few competent guitarists in London, a situation exacerbated by wartime call-ups.

Session work played to the strengths of the Deniz brothers and contributed to the sustenance of their hybrid musical personae. But beyond this, the musicians’ oral histories indicate that the stylistic diversity necessary in order for them to make a living was complemented by specific artistic goals which were more intimately linked with their roots and routes. Initially, at least, these aspirations, which became clearer once the musicians had become established in London, remained focused on jazz. In 1944 Frank, Joe and Clare formed, with others, the ‘Spirits of Rhythm’, inspired by American guitarist Teddy Bunn’s group of the same name, which recorded for Decca. They also continued to play Caribbean and Hawaiian music, but after the end of the War, Frank and Joe  became more oriented towards Latin American styles. Wilmer attributes the brothers’ new artistic direction to a changing ‘jazz climate’ (meaning the transition from swing to bebop) and the ‘negative image that was attached – unjustly – to local black artists’, but there were other factors at play (Wilmer, ‘Deniz, Francisco Antonio’; Deniz, J. and Deniz, F.). In his oral history interview, Frank said not only that he lacked the inspiration to play jazz after the War, but also that he was no longer happy to play Hawaiian music which was demanded by clubs such as the Coconut Grove. In part, this was for aesthetic reasons, as he disliked both Hawaiian guitar and the rather limited role that the guitar played in large jazz ensembles, but Frank also saw both jazz and Hawaiian music alike as musical fads, and was critical of black musicians who he perceived to lack talent but yet were able to superficially exploit the demand for these styles.

Of all the Cardiff musicians, Frank expressed the strongest sense of dislocation both from the communities in which he had lived, saying that ‘I could settle down anywhere’, and also the music he played: ‘you have to be Spanish to play flamenco, or West Indian to play calypso’. The implication that jazz was similarly problematic for Frank as he was not African American must be viewed in the context of larger numbers of African Americans in London during the War which may have problematised, even if only for Frank himself, the authenticity of his jazz performances. Little comments that the relatively small community from Cape Verde was subsumed by the much larger West Indian one in Tiger Bay, which mirrors the Deniz’s early musical development, and as we have seen, the musicians were subsequently reliant on their acquaintance with West Indian music, rather than the Portuguese music that that had learnt from their father, to build their careers in London. (Little, 130). The death of their father in 1931 only served to exacerbate the Deniz’s sense of distance from their roots, and must have had a huge emotional impact on Frank, who as a teenager was with his father when he died in Russia during the course of a sea voyage. 

Frank’s rejection of jazz can also be understood as the result of a more positive reaffirmation of roots. During the War Frank and Joe joined the Merchant Navy. On one voyage they went to St. Vincent, Cape Verde, their father’s birth place. Although they were not permitted to leave the ship, a relative managed to come aboard and in Buenos Aires they also met a man who knew their father. On these voyages they experienced the music of South America, in particular Brazil, which Frank said reminded him of Portuguese music that his father played. These experiences were clearly influential on the development of a sense of connection with their paternal roots. It is not insignificant that the brothers’ most significant post-War venture was their group Hermanos Deniz which emphasised familial connections (hermanos is Spanish for ‘brothers’ and at one point the group involved all three Denizs) and also roots, through the performance of Latin American styles. Their oral histories make clear that the Deniz brothers were aiming to achieve authenticity in contrast to the more commercial sound that they identified from their contemporary Edmundo Ros, and that they felt that they had been able to achieve this not only musically but through their demonstrable connection to the music (Deniz, F. Deniz, J.).

Others from the Cardiff group developed different relationships with these musical styles in the post-War period, further demonstrating the impact of roots and routes on artistic activity. Joe appears to be more accepting of his ambiguous identity than Frank, and commensurately continued to play in a wide variety of styles, including jazz, as the market demanded. Don Johnson and Clare Deniz were both brought up in Grangetown, rather than in Tiger Bay, and had West Indian fathers. Johnson’s West Indian roots were downplayed in his upbringing, but his oral history indicates that discovering the Bay provided both a sense of belonging and a sufficiently eclectic environment to formulate a sense individual identity. Johnson explicitly identifies himself as black British in his interview, which is indicative of his capacity to embrace a wider concept of his identity than many of his contemporaries that had grown up in the Bay which is affirmed by his work alongside the West Indian musicians in London. As a vocalist, Don Johnson’s roots and routes were, as Val Wilmer points out, evident even when performing American material as ‘his radio appearances brought an African Welsh voice to prominence several years before Shirley Bassey made her debut’ (Wilmer, ‘Johnson’). Johnson returned to live in Wales in the latter part of his life. Clare Deniz, however, expresses a similar sense of dislocation as her husband. Her father had also died, but when she was only 18 months old. Although she also played with West Indian musicians in London, she lacked the sense of connection with this community that Johnson felt. She comments that she ‘doesn’t know how to think of herself’ as she didn’t feel accepted by the West Indian community as she was not born there and therefore felt ‘in the middle’. Frank also thought that there was a distinction made between the large numbers of recently-arrived West Indian musicians who viewed themselves as superior, and black people who had been born in Britain, whose involvement in West Indian music may have felt as problematic as their jazz performances with regard to cultural authenticity. (Deniz, F., Deniz, C.). Clare continued to be active as a pianist in a range of styles, but in her oral history particularly mentions her re-adoption of ragtime, which references both her early musical development in Cardiff, and the popular variety show performer Winifred Atwell, a black West Indian female pianist by then resident in Britain, as a role model.​[11]​ 

The youngest Deniz brother, Laurie, followed Frank and Joe to London in around 1942. His musical background was ostensibly similar to his elder brothers, playing mainly West Indian music in the Bay, but he seems to have received some formal musical education during his time in the Harlem Pages. Jazz was much more integral to Laurie’s early development as a musician. He was quite well acquainted with jazz through his brothers’ record collections, so he had already heard the electric guitar and took up the instrument soon after arriving in the capital. Like his brothers he played Latin American music after the War, but not having known his father nearly as well as his elder siblings (he was 7 years old when he died) nor undertaken sea voyages, his connection with this music was demonstrably more limited. Laurie began to play more jazz, replacing the Trinidadian guitarist Lauderic Caton at the Caribbean Club and then in the Ray Ellington Quartet, in which capacity he is probably best known. By this time, jazz performance in Britain was less about filling the racially-specific void left by the lack of African American jazz musicians, as it had been for Frank and Joe, than moving towards an idea of local, British jazz, albeit often based on emulation of American models. Laurie explained how “All British musicians were always very glad to meet the Americans and play with them and listen to them play because it’s their music, more or less, isn’t it?” Although, like Joe, he describes himself as being ‘more concerned with existing than a particular musical direction’ he clearly invested time and effort into becoming a jazz musician, absorbing the lessons from visiting Americans but developing the music in his own way. He did not particularly seek out black musicians as models, and mentions that most of his work was in fact with white musicians. This clearly contrasts with his brothers’ early experiences in London and suggesting that in Laurie’s generation jazz had begun to blur and to an extent transcend racial and national distinctions. (Deniz, L.).

Jazz in the Bay

Laurie Deniz’s oral history indicates that jazz had become much more readily available, on record at least, in the Bay in the years between his brothers’ migration to London and his own departure less than a decade later. Scantlebury’s account points to the importance of the London-based Cardiff musicians’ visits home in kick-starting the local jazz scene and also the significance of Victor Parker’s permanent return to the city in 1947 in sustaining it (66-7). The Bay area of Cardiff, described as ‘a small village in the corner of Cardiff’ by singer Patti Flynn, had continued to retain its specific identity, delineated by the same physical boundaries that I described earlier. Flynn (b. 1937), who was born and bred in the area, particularly recalls the aforementioned railway bridge between Butetown and central Cardiff. Later, this feature also marked a literal and metaphorical passage to the ‘wrong side of the tracks’ for white Cardiff-born trumpeter Chris Hodgkins in his teenage years (Hodgkins). Flynn further characterises the Bay as the ‘New Orleans of Wales’, alluding not only to the multiracial community but also the presence of numerous traditional and New Orleans-inspired jazz bands from the 1950s.​[12]​ In addition to appearances by these formally constituted groups, informal musical performances continued within the community very much as before, but now showing a much greater influence of jazz and popular music:​[13]​

… people used to have music in their houses, maybe on a Saturday night, and we had various musicians in the community who’d get together, and, including Victor Parker … he used to be the one that used to play at parties.  And … in pubs … (Flynn)

Outside of domestic settings, jazz performance had centred on the Great Windsor Hotel near Pier Head, deep in the docks (Scantlebury, 65). After the War jazz became established at the Quebec and the Custom House hotels, pubs which were situated right on the boundary between Butetown and central Cardiff and were therefore much more easily accessible for those from outside the Bay. Hodgkins recalls a similarly mixed crowd to that observed in connection with this area in the 1920s: 

And the racial mix, a lot of white people used to get down there, ‘cause it was, cause you could hear jazz down there – but regularly, the regular clientele was about as mixed in the day as you could get, ‘cause Cardiff’s incredibly diverse … (Hodgkins)

The location of these venues was significant in providing an environment for developing and fostering jazz performance in the city. It seems likely that the opportunity to be involved in a world on the other side of the tracks would have increased the fascination of the music for those who were not resident in the Bay, which apparently included students and then ‘a lot of middle class people’ (Scantlebury, 67; Hodgkins). For aspiring musicians, such as Hodgkins, playing with Parker at these sessions provided a fundamental education in mainstream jazz:

… wherever Victor was playing, people would come from everywhere and just come to bring their instruments, and play – just to be able to play, busk with him and join in. (Flynn)

Parker remains the Bay’s archetypal ‘local hero’ (Atkins, xxii), who is celebrated for his contributions to the local scene more readily than other Cardiff musicians who achieved arguably more high-profile national careers.​[14]​ In fact, Parker retained a double status, active as a ‘black musician’ playing a variety of music in London whilst continuing to affirm his roots in the Bay community. In Cardiff, Parker responded to the demands of the community, playing ‘at street parties and carnivals and provided a continuum and link with the city’s Caribbean and African past’, (Wilmer, Parker). But in addition, his return to Cardiff provided him with the opportunity to develop an individual identity as a jazz musician and to embed jazz within the musical fabric of the community.​[15]​

Conclusion: routes, roots, identity and jazz

Following the decline of the shipping industry the physical fabric of Butetown began to be demolished and redeveloped, amidst much controversy, from the early 1960s. On one hand, the action could be seen as an attempt to ‘obliterate Tiger Bay from the face of the map’, but on the other it was intended to provide a better standard of housing for the residents (Llywd, 176). One obvious jazz-related casualty (in the 1970s) was the Quebec pub, but the implications of the redevelopment of the area for the community often went far beyond the material loss of bricks and mortar: 

… they bulldozed most of the places down, [so] that you’re seeing very little left … they took the soul, and the heart and soul of it (Flynn)

Llwyd suggests that Butetown residents had defined themselves collectively as ‘Bay people’ rather than as British, Welsh, black or by reference to particular ethnic origins, thereby developing a sense of identity which was intimately connected with the geographical roots which their families had established. This opportunity to construct identities in this way might equate to the ‘heart and soul’ of the area which Flynn mentions. Therefore, ‘when the houses of Butetown were demolished at the beginning of the 1960s, the community was also eradicated, and that strong sense of identity was to a great extent destroyed’ (Llywd, 169). Although younger black Cardiffians such as Humie Webbe (b. 1959), who was brought up in Ely to the west of the city, recalled the continued existence of a vibrant community in the Bay, Llywd’s assessment was undoubtedly true for many of those that had spent the large proportion of their lives in this community, namely the children of the first seamen to settle in the Bay. Leonard Bloom, in his 1972 preface to the reprinting of Little’s Negroes in Britain, suggests a tri-generational typology for understanding identity with reference to Bay residents: 

… those who were only the first generation to have settled here were slightly unaware of the ambiguities of their roles and status; the second generation, i.e. those who have parents here, felt their ambiguities most sharply; the third generation, i.e. the earliest settlers of the grandparents generation, have withdrawn from the situations which might cause distress.​[16]​ (Little, 27)

It is the ‘sharp ambiguities’ felt by the second generation, meaning that they were both distant from their fathers’ places of origin and not accepted in Wales, which are of particular interest here. To an extent, these ambiguities could be resolved by the adoption of the insular and restrictive label ‘Bay people’, but this could be problematised by redevelopment, which served to place these people in a broader context where this articulation of identity was less relevant as the Bay itself was being materially redefined or destroyed. For the third generation, Llywd explores how the demolition and redevelopment of Butetown in fact gave the community the opportunity to be politically active within the city of Cardiff and to construct ‘a new and wider kind of identity’ (176). He draws on Robert Winder’s conceptualisation of black Britishness as an inclusive ‘big tent’, in contrast with the specificity of black Welshness, which therefore requires further negotiations. There is an obvious parallel here with the readily available hybrid identity for black British musicians and the complexity of formulating more specific musical identities in the 1930s.

Moving away from Cardiff seems to have brought the ambiguous status of the second generation musicians to the surface prior to, and in a similar way, as redevelopment. In the oral history interviews conducted towards the end of their lives, both Frank and Joe Deniz express their sense of dislocation from the environment in which they grew up. Frank said ‘I can’t relate to anything [in Cardiff]’ and Joe commented: ‘I don’t know, I never felt I was a Welshman, I just felt I was me, that was it, period. I didn’t feel Welsh’. He felt no allegiance to Welsh flag or anthem, and says that as a young man he wasn’t encouraged to think that Wales was his country. As we have seen, the continuation of the Cardiff musicians’ migratory routes to London also provided opportunities for (re)construction of ‘new and wider’ roots and identities which often resonated in their musical performances.

This study has shown that jazz, far from simply being a global export, functions in multifarious ways even for a small group of contemporaneous musicians from the same city. As African American music, jazz provided a racially appropriate goal for black British musicians, offering the possibility of positive self-identification which would circumvent local assumptions and prejudice. However, understood in a general sense as ‘black music’ alongside numerous other styles, its potential was diminished and black British musicians’ interactions with it served only to confirm a generalised perception of race. Although an inherently hybrid style, with the flexibility to take on further influences, the African American/ West Indian hybridity of the performances with which the Cardiff musicians were initially involved in London still asserted only a generalised notion of black Britishness which essentially related to their routes rather than their roots, which were somewhat ambiguous. Whilst some musicians instead adopted Latin American styles which contributed to and reflected the growing specificity of their identities based on roots outside the UK, for others, jazz provided the medium within which a specific sense of black Britishness could be negotiated and expressed.
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^1	  Val Wilmer has carried out important work documenting the lives of these musicians in the British Library’s Oral History of Jazz in Britain collection and also in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography.
^2	  I acknowledge the somewhat problematic nature of the term ‘Tiger Bay’ but have adopted it here, as it is historically contingent with the period under discussion and used by respondents. Sinclair notes that ‘since the 1960s … there has been a gradual dissipation of the name Tiger Bay in favour of “Butetown”’ (184). ‘Cardiff Bay’ is currently used with reference to the modern redevelopment in the southern part of the area. The nomenclature of the area is discussed further later in this essay.
^3	  Parker, who lived for a time outside the Bay, learnt the trombone and played with the Salvation Army but took up the guitar when he moved to the docks (Wilmer, ‘Parker’).
^4	  Llywd provides details of notable sportsmen from Cardiff (Chapter 10). An exception to this tendency is Shirley Bassey, who was actually bought up in nearby Splott but whose origins in the Bay are frequently cited (such as in the song ‘The Girl from Tiger Bay’).
^5	  None of the musicians interviewed discuss the cinema in any detail, but one wonders about the impact of these ‘moving images of Americanness’ on their perceptions of the wider world (Branston, 150).
^6	  In 1935 the Paul Robeson film Sanders of the River apparently precipitated a ‘rush from Loudon Square to London’ by many from the Bay who were keen to take part as extras (Llywd, 118). Clearly the community was aware of the opportunities offered by a career in entertainment.
^7	  Lily Jemmott provides an important precedent for Clare Deniz as a professional black British woman pianist active in London. Johnson recalled that Jemmott, who used the stage name ‘Spadie Lee’, played for Will Garland’s all-black stage shows and in cabaret clubs and indicates that sometimes she also returned from London to work in Cardiff (Johnson). Jen Wilson’s research has identified large numbers of female ‘ragtime pianists’ in Swansea, these were probably common in Cardiff too (Wilson). Joe recalled his half-sister Maria playing from sheet music supplements printed in the News of the World (Deniz, J.).
^8	  Musicians could exploit a loophole in the government restrictions by presenting themselves as variety-style stage ‘acts’; Coleman Hawkins is one example of a jazz musician who performed in Britain in the 1930s in this guise.
^9	  The Café de Paris opened in 1924 as a high class restaurant with entertainment. Following the patronage of the Prince of Wales, it became a haunt for Royalty and high society.
^10	  These sides can be heard on the CD Black British Swing: The African Diaspora’s Contribution to England’s Own Jazz of the 1930s and 1940s Topic Records TSCD 781.
^11	  For detailed analysis of Atwell, see George McKay’s chapter in this volume.
^12	  For further detail on these groups, see Scantlebury.
^13	  This included music brought to the Bay by American GIs during the War (see Sinclair, 66 and chapter 6).
^14	  The accordion player Tony Chadgidakis, who brought Laurie Deniz to London, is perhaps less well-known outside Cardiff but has a similar standing locally.
^15	  In 2009 Patti Flynn and Humie Webbe established the Butetown Bay Jazz and Heritage Festival to celebrate Tiger Bay’s rich jazz heritage. Here jazz is represented as music which historically brought a wide range of people together in the Bay and has the potential to do so in the present. The festival takes place within the setting of the Wales Millennium Centre, a major arts centre constructed (along with apartments, restaurants and the Welsh National Assembly buildings) as part of the redeveloped and rebranded dock area known as ‘Cardiff Bay’, which provides a clear contrast to the environment just a few blocks to the north. In 2009, the organisers commented that local jazz musicians and audiences had not previously felt particularly involved or connected with the Millennium Centre.
^16	  Llywd explores an alternative possibility for the third generation, explaining that the demolition and redevelopment of Butetown in fact gave the community the opportunity to be politically active within the city of Cardiff and to construct ‘a new and wider kind of identity’ (176).
